This article presents a combined finite element method and analytical process to predict the one-dimensional guidedwave propagation for nondestructive evaluation and structural health monitoring application. Analytical methods can perform efficient modeling of wave propagation but are limited to simple geometries. In response to today's most complex cases not covered by the simulation tools available, we aim to develop an efficient and accessible tool for structural health monitoring application. This tool will be based on a hybrid coupling between analytical solution and time-domain numerical codes. Using the principle of reciprocity, global analytical calculation is coupled with local finite element method analysis to utilize the advantages of both methods and obtain a rapid and accurate simulation method. The phenomenon of interaction between the ultrasonic wave, the defect, and the structure, leading to a complex signature, is efficiently simulated by this hybrid global-local approach and is able to predict the specific response signal actually received by sensor. The finite element mesh is used to describe the region around the defects/flaws. In contrast to other hybrid models already developed, the interaction between Lamb waves and defects is computed in the time domain using the explicit solver of the commercial finite element method software ABAQUS.
Introduction
Guided-wave techniques for nondestructive evaluation (NDE) and structural health monitoring (SHM) applications are increasingly popular due to their ability to cover large areas with a relatively small number of sensors. Miniaturized guided-wave transducers, such as piezoelectric wafers attached directly to structural elements, have gained large popularity due to their low cost, simplicity, and versatility. These transducers can actively interrogate the structure using a variety of guided-wave methods such as pitch-catch, pulse-echo, phased arrays, and electromechanical (E/M) impedance technique. SHM is an emerging technology with multiple applications in the evaluation of critical structures. Numerous approaches have been utilized in recent years to perform SHM. One of the promising active SHM methods utilizes arrays of piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWASs) bonded to a structure in order to achieve damage detection. The objective of this article is to present the framework for the development of a methodology for multi-scale multi-domain predictive simulation of structural sensing. Such methodology would be able to predict the signal response of structural sensors as a function of the structural state and/or the presence of structural flaws or damage in linear and nonlinear regimes.
Many authors have already investigated the interaction of Lamb modes with a single-defect-like crack, notch, or circular cavity. Some of them used analytical (Grahn, 2003) or semi-analytical resolutions (Castaings et al., 2002) , whereas others chose a finite element (FE), a boundary element modeling, or spectral element method (Alleyne and Cawley, 1992; Diligent et al., 2001; Galan and Abascal, 2005; Giurgiutiu et al., 2012; Gresil et al., 2011a Gresil et al., , 2011d Guo and Cawley, 1993; Peng et al., 2009 ). Analytical or semi-analytical resolutions can be used when the geometry of the defect is regular and when the problem presents symmetries except for the distributed point source method (DPSM)-based semi-analytical technique (Banerjee and Kundu, 2008) when an internal anomaly was immersed in fluid. FE or boundary element modeling allows studying the interaction of Lamb modes with irregular defects but requires respecting spatial and temporal discretization that can cause numerical problems at high frequency-thickness product. In addition, to obtain accurate wave propagation solution at ultrasonic frequencies is computationally intensive and may become prohibitive for realistic structures.
The need for a predictive modeling methodology that could relate directly the presence of structural flaws to changes in the signal of structural sensors is apparent. Such predictive methodology would be able to simulate various structural scenarios (configuration changes, different flaws, temperature changes, etc.). A predictive modeling methodology would enable identifying the sensors' sensitivity and specificity to structural changes (intentional or accidental), determining best sensor placement layout, running parameter studies, and so on. To date, such a predictive modeling methodology does not exist, although some initial attempts have been made in simple cases by using finite element method (FEM) (Blackshire et al., 2006; Gresil et al., 2011b Gresil et al., , 2011c Gresil et al., , 2012 Kitts and Zagrai, 2009; Olson et al., 2006) and model updating (Zagrai et al., 2010) . A major difficulty in developing a predictive modeling methodology for structural sensing is related to the multi-scale multi-domain aspects of the problem. The problem is multi-scale because it has to incorporate (a) the macroscale structural features, (b) the microscale flaw/damage, and (c) the mesoscale interfaces between structural parts and between sensor and structure. The modeling is multi-domain because the analysis is integrated over several physical domains, that is, (a) aerospace structural mechanics, (b) E/M transduction in the sensors, (c) guided-wave ultrasonics, (d) power and signal electronics, and so on (Figure 1 ). Our approach would be to combine them all into an integrated multiscale multi-domain analysis.
It is apparent that simply bolting together existing software codes (multi-physics FEs, ultrasonics modeling, electronic circuit modeling) is not a credible option without an understanding of the interaction between the multi-domain variables native in each code and the multi-scale aspects of the problem. Fundamental studies are needed to clarify the multi-scale multi-domain interaction between structure, sensors, guided-wave patterns, damage progression, and signal processing and interpretation. In this way, one would achieve an understanding of the hierarchical variables interplay, designation of what variables need to be passed between physical domains/codes, and an understanding of how multiple scales are to be addressed.
A hybrid formulation is used wherein the FEM is employed to model small regions near the defect, whereas regions away from the defect are modeled using a suitable set of wave functions. Goetschel et al. (1982) developed a global-local FE formulation for modeling axisymmetric scattering of a steady, compressive, incident elastic wave in a homogeneous, isotropic host medium with an axisymmetric inclusion. In the area of SHM of aircraft components, the method has been applied to model wave interaction with defected lap-shear joints (Chang and Mal, 1995) , as well as notches in plates (Mal and Chang, 2000) . Many aircraft components are complex in either their geometry or their material properties. In this case, theoretical wave solutions for the global portion are either nonexistent or hard to determine. The semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) method can help handle these cases because of its ability to extract modal solutions of complex structures in a computationally efficient manner (Bartoli et al., 2005; Hayashi, 2004; Hayashi et al., 2003 Hayashi et al., , 2006 . Sabra et al. (2008) demonstrated the application of the SAFE-aided hybrid formulation to the detection of holes in aluminum plates. Srivastava (2009) Receiver electronics and data processing
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Guided Waves Damaged region: nonlinearities, bolts, cracks/disbonds, etc. Figure 1 . Conceptual schematic of a multi-scale multi-domain study: structural ultrasonics and electric/electronic parts of the analysis are indicated. Our approach would be to combine them all into an integrated multi-scale multi-domain analysis.
PWAS: piezoelectric wafer active sensor.
global-local approach to model notches in aluminum plates and delamination-like defects in composite panels. The SAFE approach has been previously developed for ultrasonics waveguides of complicated geometries, such as concrete reinforcing bars, tendons, track rails, one-dimensional (1D) stiffeners, and so on (Bartoli et al., 2005; Loveday, 2008; Marzani et al., 2008) . In the SAFE approach, the 1D wave propagation along the waveguide is modeled analytically, whereas the waveguide modes are found numerically through FEM discretization of the cross section. Figure 2 shows the SHM functional diagram to achieve a great accuracy of the output in order to minimize false alert on this system. This model prediction is based on the correlation between the analytical calculation, the FEM, and the hybrid global-local (HGL) results. Then, the physics-based prediction is compared and updated with the experimental database in order to obtain a damage definition with a high level of accuracy.
This article presents and discusses the challenges and opportunities related to the use of PWAS transducers in generating and sensing ultrasonic guided waves in structure and how they can be used to detect damage. This article starts with the principles of the HGL concept and then reviews the general principles of PWASbased SHM. It discusses the analytical and FEM modeling of pitch-catch ultrasonic waves between a transmitter PWAS (T-PWAS) and a receiver PWAS (R-PWAS). Then, it compares the received signal between the analytical, the HGL, and the experimental results.
This article addresses these fundamental research gaps and strives to develop an overall methodology for multi-scale multi-domain modeling of structural sensing. The methodology will be first validated on benchmark examples that are simple to understand but sufficiently representative to convey the concept. A HGL approach is developed to keep the computational resources manageable.
HGL principles
A HGL approach will be developed to keep the computational resources manageable. The HGL approach uses local FEM discretization only in the critical regions (structural joints, discontinuities, flaws, etc.) while using global analytical solutions in the uniform outside region. Srivastava (2009) used the HGL approach to model the effect of notches and delamination in 1D waveguides. Figure 3 illustrates this concept, whereby only the local material region close to the defect needs to be FEM modeled, whereas the global waveguide to the left and right of the FEM region is modeled semi-analytically.
In contrast to other hybrid models already presented in the literature by Srivastava (2009) , this article presents the Lamb waves propagation in time domain. Moreover, the SAFE method involves a FE computation in the guide section for the global part that is slower than the analytical model developed in this article. Another potential disadvantage of the SAFE method, used by Srivastava (2009) , is that the necessary specialized elements are not available as standard in many commercial FEM packages and may need to be defined by the user. The SAFE method includes the wave propagation as a complex exponential in the element formulation, and therefore, only a twodimensional (2D) mesh of the cross section of the waveguide is required.
As shown in Figure 4 , our model consists of one analytical model (not semi-analytical as compared to Srivastava (2009)) , that is, WaveFormRevealer (WFR; Gresil et al., 2011b) , and FEM domain, and connected by a hybrid interface. This interface is based on input stresses and displacements monitored at a rectangular ''box'' surrounding the source in a time domain and then used to predict the forward field quantities. Since this interface was separately coded up, it did not require the modification of the basic FEM program, thus exemplifying a generic hybrid modeling paradigm. However, for application to practical Lamb wave inspection, it was essential for the method to be extended to work in the time domain. This is achieved by the use of inverse Fourier transforms, which also help retain the power and versatility of the method. The analytical frequency interface is used to obtain predictions at a number of frequencies within a required bandwidth, and these can then be inverse transformed to obtain the time-domain signals. Thus, the original frequency-domain interface remains at the core of the new time-domain hybrid interface, and it is now simply located within an additional frequency loop. In the section ''Results and discussion,'' we consider a simple application example that serves to demonstrate the approach, helps appreciate important features and limitations, and also seeks validation in the process.
This new approach is realized in three steps using our propriety analytical software WFR and commercial FEM software. The first step of this method consists of using the WFR software developed for this application. The second step consists of using the output from the WFR software as two inputs (one for the symmetric mode and the second for the antisymmetric mode) to the FEM model. The third step of this method consists of using again the WFR software developed for this application. The FEM output serves as input into the global region. This hybrid global-local-global received PWAS signal will be compared with our homemade analytical model and experimental results in the last section. Compared to usual FEM model, the main advantage of the hybrid method is to reduce meaningfully the length of the mesh used to investigate the interaction of Lamb modes with defects and hence the computing time.
In our future approach, the HGL method from 1D geometries will be developed into 2D geometries. This is not an easy task because the 1D interface conditions of Figure 3 are much easier to formulate than the fully 2D conditions illustrated in Figure 5 . The waves originating from the T-PWAS propagate in circular wave fronts toward the local region containing the discontinuity under investigation (crack, inclusion, flaw, etc.). The incoming waves enter the circumferential boundary of the local region and interact with the FEM model generating a complicated scattering pattern due to the presence of the discontinuity inside the FEM model. The scattered waves will be picked up by the R-PWAS (as well as by the T-PWAS acting in pulse-echo mode). If the discontinuity is not present inside the FEM model, then no wave scatter should take place. However, it is quite possible that numerical artifacts associated with the FEM discretization will generate scatter even in a defect-free situation. The existence of such false-scatter artifacts will be an indication of deficient numerical modeling that needs to be corrected. Therefore, a possible figure of merit of the HGL modeling will be the relative smallness of the residual wave scattering in the case of a defect-free FEM region. Another possible figure of merit of our modeling would be the energy balance between incoming and outgoing wave fronts. It is expected that a major part of our effort will be concentrated on developing the proper interfacing formulation for the fully 2D analytical solution of guided-wave propagation in circular-radial geometry in interaction with the FEM model developed for the local region.
Background information

Fundamental Lamb waves
Guided waves or Lamb waves are formed by the interference of multiple reflections and mode conversions of longitudinal and shear waves at the free surfaces of a plate. These waves are typically generated and detected using conventional PWASs and are used to detect defects and measure elastic properties of thin isotropic aluminum materials. Two types of waves propagate a symmetric wave and an antisymmetric wave. Each of these wave types propagates with multiple modes.
By solving a boundary value problem for a free plate or by considering the reflection of waves at plate boundaries, the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency equations (dispersion equations) can be found (Achenbach, 1973; Auld, 1973; Rose, 1999; Viktorov, 1967) . For a uniform traction-free isotropic plate, the equations for symmetric and antisymmetric modes are
where
and h, k, c L , c T , c p , and v are the half-plate thickness, wave number, velocities of longitudinal and transverse modes, phase velocity, and wave circular frequency, respectively. The phase velocity is found numerically by solving the real roots of the dispersion equation as a function of material properties, frequency, and material thickness. Group velocity dispersion curves are found from the phase velocity (Rose, 1999) . Phase and group velocity dispersion curves for a 3.2-mm-thick aluminum plate are shown in Figure 6 , where longitudinal and transverse velocities of the plate are equal to 6211 and 3129 m/s, respectively. These curves were generated and plotted using our homemade software ''Wavescope'' developed using the graphical user interface (GUI) of MATLAB. Figure 6 shows the first two symmetric and antisymmetric mode dispersion curves. At low frequencies, the wave velocity of the first symmetric mode (S0) is nearly nondispersive, while the wave velocity of the first antisymmetric mode (A0) is highly dispersive. At higher frequencies, group velocity of both zero-order modes approaches the Rayleigh wave velocity, c R , which has a value of ;2.9 km/s for aluminum.
PWASs
Pitch-catch method is a fundamental way of detecting the structural changes that take place between a transmitter transducer and a receiver transducer; pitchcatch has been widely used in SHM and NDE. A diagnosis could be made by comparing the time of flight (TOF) and amplitude between the sensing signal and the pristine signal. A standard pitch-catch setup is shown in Figure 7 . One PWAS serves as the transmitter transducer, which excites the plate and generates a disturbance in the plate structure. The disturbance propagates along the plate. The second PWAS acts as the receiver, which picks up the signal at the sensing point, converting mechanical signal into electric signal.
PWASs are the enabling technology for active SHM systems. PWAS couples the electrical and mechanical effects (mechanical strain, S ij , mechanical stress, T kl , electrical field, E k , and electrical displacement, D j ) through the tensorial piezoelectric constitutive equations
where s E ijkl is the mechanical compliance of the material measured at zero electric field E = 0 ð Þ, e T jk is the dielectric permittivity measured at zero mechanical stress (T = 0), and d jkl represents the piezoelectric coupling effect. PWASs utilize the d 31 coupling between in-plane strains, S 1 and S 2 , and transverse electric field, E 3 . Just like conventional ultrasonic transducers, PWASs utilize the piezoelectric effect to generate and receive ultrasonic waves. However, PWASs are different from conventional ultrasonic transducers in several aspects:
PWASs are firmly coupled with the structure through an adhesive bonding, whereas conventional ultrasonic transducers are weakly coupled through gel, water, or air. PWASs are nonresonant devices that can be tuned selectively into several guided-wave modes, whereas conventional ultrasonic transducers are resonant narrow-band devices. PWASs are inexpensive and can be deployed in large quantities on the structure, whereas conventional ultrasonic transducers are expensive and used one at a time.
PWAS transducers can be served several purposes (Giurgiutiu, 2008) : (a) high-bandwidth strain sensors, (b) high-bandwidth wave exciters and receivers, (c) resonators, and (d) embedded modal sensors with the E/M impedance spectroscopy method. By application types, PWAS transducers can be used for (a) active sensing of far-field damage using pulse-echo, pitchcatch, and phased-array methods, (b) active sensing of near field damage using high frequency electromechanical impedance spectroscopy (EMIS) and thickness gage mode, and (c) passive sensing of damagegenerating events through detection of low-velocity impacts and acoustic emission at the tip of advancing cracks.
The main advantage of PWASs over conventional ultrasonic probes is in their small size, lightweight, low profile, and small cost. In spite of their small size, PWASs are able to replicate many of the functions performed by conventional ultrasonics probes.
Tuning of Lamb waves and PWAS transducers
The tuning between PWAS transducers and guided waves in isotropic metallic plates is relatively well understood and modeled (Giurgiutiu, 2008) . The gift of the concept is that manipulation of PWAS size and frequency allows for selective preferential excitation of a certain guided-wave modes and the rejection of other guided-wave modes, as needed by the particular SHM application.
The tuning formula for the case of ideal bonding is defined by (Giurgiutiu, 2008) 
For simplicity, we have considered only the first symmetric and antisymmetric modes. N S , N A , D S , and D A are defined in the study by Giurgiutiu (2008) . An example of PWAS tuning is presented in Figure 8 for a 7-mm square PWAS installed on a 3.2-mm aluminum alloy 2024-T3 plate. 
Analytical model for the global domain
The analytical modeling of the pitch-catch process between two PWAS transducers separated by a distance x was carried out in frequency domain in four steps (Gresil et al., 2011a (Gresil et al., , 2011b :
Fourier transform the time-domain excitation signal V e (t) taken into the frequency-domain spectrum,Ṽ e (v) Calculate the frequency-domain structural transfer function at the receiver location, G(x, v) Multiply the structural transfer function by frequency-domain excitation signal to obtain the frequency-domain signal at the receiver, that is,
In this article, the main interest is in symmetric fundamental mode (S0) and antisymmetric fundamental mode (A0). For Lamb waves with only two modes (A0 and S0) excited, the structure transfer function G v ð Þ is given by equation (99) (Giurgiutiu, 2008: 327) , which gives the in-plane strain at the plate surface as
where a is the half length of the PWAS, d is the half thickness of the plate; t 0 is the shear stress between PWAS and the plate; m is Lame's constant; k S and k A are the wave numbers for S0 and A0, respectively; x denotes the distance between the two PWAS transducers; k represents the wave number for S0 or A0 accordingly; and c p and c s are the wave speed for pressure wave and shear wave, respectively. In the transfer function, it could be observed that S v ð Þ and A v ð Þ will determine the amplitude of S0 and A0 modes. In both S v ð Þ and A v ð Þ terms, there is sin k S a À Á and sin k A a À Á , which represent the tuning effect.
The wave speed dispersion curve is obtained by solving Rayleigh-Lamb equations (1), which are transcendental equations that require numerical solution. The usual form of Rayleigh-Lamb equations (1) expressed as
After getting the wave speed dispersion curve, the wave number for each frequency component, that is, j = v=c, is known. Thus, all the terms involved in the plate transfer function could be solved, and the plate transfer function G(v) is obtained. After the plate transfer function G(v) is obtained, the excitation signal is Fourier transformed.
The software program WFR has been developed in MATLAB GUI environment to predict the waveform of the analytical modeling. The WFR software is described in detail in the study by Shen and Giurgiutiu (in press ). This software allows users to get the desired analytical solution by inputting material properties, specimen geometry, excitation signal count number, excitation signal frequency, and time range. It can also show a continuous waveform change by clicking on the frequency control slider, which is just like the waveform shown on an oscilloscope when adjusting the excitation signal frequency. The time range to show a waveform could also be set by users through entering the ''range'' information.
FE model for the local domain
The effectiveness of conventional FE modeling of elastic waves propagating in structural components has been shown in the past. The case of Lamb waves in free plates is a classic example (Alleyne and Cawley, 1990; Moser et al., 1999) . The package used in this study, ABAQUS/Explicit, uses an explicit integration based on a central difference method (ABAQUS, 2008) . The stability of the numerical solution is dependent upon the temporal and the spatial resolution of the analysis. To avoid numerical instability, ABAQUS/Explicit recommends a stability limit for the integration time step (Moser et al., 1999) 
The maximum frequency of the dynamic problem, f max , limits both the integration time step and the element size. The size of the mesh in FE, L e , is typically derived from the smallest wavelength to be analyzed, l min . For a good spatial resolution, 20 nodes per wavelength are required (Moser et al., 1999) . This condition can be written as
To generate the appropriate pure Lamb mode (S0 or A0) in the structure, boundary conditions are imposed on the left of the plate (Figure 9 ). This simplification is available only for the low frequency. The plate length is defined to prevent that reflections from the edges of the mesh disturb the analysis of the calculated waveforms and is minimized to reduce the computing time.
FEM codes: most commercially available FEM codes have a multi-physics capability. In our preliminary work, we have experimented with ANSYS and ABAQUS capabilities and obtained acceptable results. We were able to simulate both pitch-catch/pulse-echo wave propagation as well as E/M impedance standing waves using direct excitation of the piezoelectric wafer bonded to the structure. During these preliminary studies, some convergence differences between two commercial codes were discovered, whereas the same geometry analyzed with the same element type did not have same convergence characteristics.
One-dimensional wave propagation FEM modeling, which discretizes the local area, is done under the z-invariant (plane-strain) assumption. Hence, only the plate cross section needs to be meshed. For wave propagation modeling, the choice of the solving technique, mesh density, and time step influences the outcomes and level of accuracy with which the phenomenon is simulated. The time-domain explicit solver of the ABAQUS software and the linear quadrilateral CPE4R element were used. We investigated (Gresil et al., 2011b) how the group velocities of the S0 and A0 waves vary with mesh density (nodes per wavelength) N = l=L, where l is the wavelength and L is the size of the element. Figure 10 shows the convergence study using ABAQUS/Explicit for both modes, S0 and A0. For the A0 mode, the error varies from ;4.7% for N = 25 to ;0% for N = 180. For the S0 mode, the error varies from ;2.2% for N = 25 to ;0% for N = 75. A mesh density N = 180 was chosen, which gives a very good accuracy.
Experimental results
Experimental setup
The test specimen is designed to develop and calibrate the damage detection methodology using a simple geometry specimen and also to validate the analytical and the HGL results. Thin aluminum plate specimens were constructed from 3.2-mm-thick 2024-alloy stock in the form of a square plate 1118 mm31118 mm33:2 mm ð Þ . The specimen is instrumented with arrays of 7-mm square and 7-mm circular PWAS (Figure 11) . The x, y ð Þ sensor locations are given in Table 1 . The PWAS network is not used for this study particularly but will be used to detect and locate defect in the plate for future study.
An HP33120A arbitrary signal generator is used to generate a 150-kHz windowed harmonic burst excitation to active sensors with a 10-Hz repetition rate. Under harmonic burst excitation, the active sensor generates a package of elastic waves that spread out into the entire plate according to a circular wave front pattern. A Tektronix TDS210 four-channel digital oscilloscope, synchronized with the signal generator, was used to collect the response signals from the active sensors.
The results for the rectangular plate were remarkably clear and easy to interpret. Reflection wave packets could be easily avoided because the edges of the rectangular plate were far away from the source. 
Comparison of prediction and experiments
Using the principle of reciprocity, global analytical calculation is coupling with the local FEM analysis to utilize the advantages of both methods and obtain a rapid and accurate simulation method. Figure 12 illustrates the HGL setup for this example, whereby only the local material region close to the defect needs to be FEM modeled, whereas the global waveguide to the left and right of the FEM region is modeled analytically with compatibility being ensured at the interface.
The first step of this method consists of using the WFR software developed for this application. The second step consists of using the output from the WFR software as two inputs (one for the S0 mode and the second for the A0 mode) in the FEM model. In order to avoid the reflections from the edges of the FEM domain, the FEM domain was extended outside the 100-mm local region to a total length of 250 mm. Finally, the third step consists of using the output from the FEM as input in the WFR (global 2).
Comparison between analytical, FEM, and HGL Figure 13 shows the signal received after a travel of 250 mm; the analytical model is compared with the HGL approach and the full FEM model. A very good matching is observed between these three results, which means that the interface between the global 1 and the local do not create scatter or any reflection on the received signal. The signal from the HGL approach will be the input for the global 2 analytical region. Figure 14 shows the signal received after a travel of 565 mm; the analytical model is compared with the HGL approach and the full FEM model. A very good matching is observed between these three results specifically between the HGL and the analytical results, that means that the two interfaces, that is, between global 1 to local and local to global 2, do not create interference or any reflection on the received signal. As shown in Figures 13 and 14 , the received signal with the HGL method in time domain gives us a rapid and accurate simulation method.
The analytical resolution can be used when the geometry of the specimen is regular and when the problem presents symmetries. The analytical approach gives us the capacity to create very simple damage in comparison of the FEM advantage that gives us the capability to integrate complex and irregular defects. But as described in the introduction, to obtain accurate wave propagation solution at ultrasonic frequencies is computationally intensive and may become prohibitive for realistic structures.
HGL method validation by comparison with experiments
This hybrid global-local-global R-PWAS signal is compared with the analytical model and the experimental results, after a length path of 565 mm (Figure 15) . A good agreement for the S0 wave packet is observed. For the A0 mode, a good agreement is also observed but a slight time shift exists at the end of the A0 wave packet. We can conclude that this time-domain HGL approach is in good agreement with the experimental results and with our analytical model. The slight difference in the A0 packet can be explained by the fact that these models, analytical and HGL, are 1D guided waves that are not exactly representative of the experimental results, that is, 2D guided waves.
HGL advantages for inclusion of structural damage
Metal structures exhibit a wide range of corrosion types including uniform, pitting, galvanic, crevice, concentration cell, and graphite corrosion (Roberge, 2007) . When the guiding structure has changes due to corrosion in the geometry, materials properties, supports, or attachments, the guided waves that propagate through will be modified accordingly. Hence, loss of material due to corrosion presents geometrical changes that will cause the guided-wave scattering and can be used for inspection of corrosion. In this study, corrosion is simulated by a uniform notch on an aluminum plate. The depth and the width were increased gradually in order to simulate corrosion progression. This thickness loss produced a change in the waveguide impedance and thus caused (a) scattering and reflection, (b) modification of the wave speed of the Lamb waves crossing the corrosion area, and (c) conversion mode propagation. In practice, corrosion defects are geometrically complex and require multiple parameters to describe them and their scattering behaviors. Simplified shapes were used, as a uniform notch, for propagating Lamb wave paths to reduce number of parameter in order to better understand the changes caused by material loss. In the HGL model, simulated corrosion was made on 3.2-mm-thick aluminum plate. The location of the corrosion was on the middle of the local zone as described in Figure 16 .
Transient analysis of Lamb wave interaction with a surface notch in a plate is conducted using our HGL approach using our analytical software WFR and the commercial ABAQUS software.
Incident wave from the T-PWAS will propagate and then interact with the notch, undergoing mode conversion. Hence, there will be reflected waves traveling toward the left edge to be captured by T-PWAS and transmitted waves traveling toward the right edge to be captured by the R-PWAS. If the incident wave is fixed, the reflection and transmission coefficients are affected by the severity of the structural discontinuity, which, in this case, is the notch geometry. These coefficients, when measured experimentally, can be used as a quantitative measure to characterize the discontinuity. To analyze the sensitivity of the Lamb waves to the size of the notch, the reflection coefficients of A0 and S0 from the notch are computed using our HGL approach. The rectangular notches have a constant width of 1 mm and depth varying from 1 to 3 mm. The results are shown in Figure 17 for A0 input and in Figure 18 for S0 input. The reflection coefficients of A0 and S0 from a notch have been studied by and by using an in-house FEM software. The results in Figures 17(a) and 18(a) agree with their results. Experiments to verify these theoretical predictions are under way, and the results will be presented comparatively in a future publication.
The case of A0 input is first discussed based on Figure 17 . The notch depth is normalized by the plate thickness, d=h. As shown in Figure 17 (a), for d=h\0:6, the notch depth is around 1/20 the wavelength of A0 (which is 12.4 mm). Hence, the wave will transmit through the notch almost completely with negligible reflection, which agrees well with the low coefficients obtained for the reflected A0 wave components. If the notch spans over the full depth, then the A0 wave is fully reflected with no conversion. The coefficient for the reflected A0 wave component approaches 1 and that for the reflected S0 wave approaches 0. In between these two extremes, the incident A0 wave will undergo mode conversion, partially transmitted and partially reflected containing both A0 and S0 components. It is also not surprising that in Figure 17 (c), the transmitted S0 coefficient first increases and then decreases with depth, with the maximum value occurring when the notch depth is close to half the thickness of the plate.
The reflection, transmission, and mode conversion coefficients for S0 input are plotted in Figure 18 . A phenomenon similar to the A0 case can be observed where mode conversion is maximum when notch depth is about half-plate thickness (Figure 18(b) ). Unlike A0, S0 exhibits good sensitivity even for a shallow notch. For d=h.0:4, the notch depth is around 1/100 wavelength of S0 (which is 35.9 mm) and the reflection can be distinctly observed. This could be due to its small value at the surface that any change becomes significant. The existence of surface crack destroys the symmetry of the wave, resulting in mode conversion. It is shown here that the mode shape also contributes significantly to the sensitivity of the detection.
Similar analysis can be performed to evaluate the dependence of the coefficients on notch width, which for concise reasons will not be discussed in detail. They agree well with the results presented by and . The variation of the coefficients exhibited against notch width is somewhat periodic and relates to the wave numbers of the Lamb modes.
A damage index (DI) can be computed using the ratio of the amplitudes of the original and modeconverted waves as received at the R-PWAS. Figure 19 shows the DI for S0 and A0 input. For d=h<0:2, the ratio based on the S0 input would be more sensitive than the A0 input mode. However, for d=h.0:6, the DI is bigger for A0 mode input. So using the S0 and the A0 modes, the notch dimension is quantified.
Changes caused by the damage were also quantified with the root mean square deviation (RMSD) algorithm. The RMSD DI is a scalar quantity that results from a statistical comparison between the signal in the present state and the signal in the reference state (baseline). Such a scalar reveals the difference between pristine data and measurement caused by the presence of damage and provides an overall change of the structure between sensors. This feature would be ideal for corrosion or notch detection since it carries information of both the amplitude and the phase changes from the growth of the corrosion. The RMSD DI is defined as the relative ratio of the difference between each measurement and baseline signals as follows:
where s i is the ith measurement, s 0 the baseline signal and N the data length. RMSD DI defined in equation (17) is applied on each mode (windowed parts). The plotted curves in Figure 20 show clearly that the RMSD DI of A0 mode changes significantly with the thickness loss in the plate between the two PWASs, whereas that for S0 was almost unchanged. In addition, as shown in Figure 20 , the DI is the same for all the widths. In other term, the notch detection is not sensitive of the widths but only on the depths of the notch. Alleyne and Cawley (1992) investigated the interaction of Lamb waves with notches in plates from both an FE simulation viewpoint and by experiment. Among the conclusions of this article was the fact that Lamb waves could be used to detect notches when the wavelength to notch depth ratio was of the order of 40. The wavelength of the 3.2-mm-thick plate at a center frequency of 150 kHz is For S0 mode: c = 5388m=s, so l = 35:9mm For A0 mode: c = 1853m=s, so l = 12:4mm Using the conclusion of Alleyne and Cawley, the minimum of the depth notch detection is R = l=40, so R = 0:31mm. In our time-domain HGL approach, and using the RMSD DI, the minimum detection of the depth notch is around 0.1 mm, corresponding to the wavelength-to-notch ratio with an order of 120 in theory. From these simulations, it is found that, with 99% of confidence, the minimum detectable depth notch size is around 0.1 mm.
Conclusion
This article has presented a combined FE and analytical method to predict the 1D guided-wave propagation for NDE and SHM application. The FE mesh is used to describe the region around the defects/flaws. On the contrary to other hybrid models already developed, the interaction between Lamb waves and defects is computed in the time domain using the explicit solver of the commercial FEM software ABAQUS. Compared to usual FEM model, the main advantage of the hybrid method is to reduce meaningfully the length of the mesh used to investigate the interaction of Lamb modes with defects and hence the computing time. Theory of guided-wave propagation between two PWAS transducers was studied and analytical model was built to give the theoretical waveforms of pitch-catch signals. Analytical modeling and FE modeling have good match with experimental results and can well describe guided-wave propagation between two PWAS transducers.
A time-domain HGL approach was realized using the analytical and the FEM for the global area and the local area, respectively. Lamb wave interaction with a notch is investigated by using this method, and the results obtained are consistent with the physical consideration of Lamb mode shape and energy conservation with respect to transmission, reflection, and mode conversion. Because of the symmetric mode shape, S0 is more sensitive to the shallow notch than A0. By making use of the fact that the reflection increases with increase in notch depth and mode conversion are maximized when the notch is around half through the thickness of the plate, the reflection and conversion coefficients can be used to characterize the depth of the notch.
For the future work, the analytical model will be extended to three-dimensional (3D) circular PWAS analysis using, for example, Bessel function representation. Thus, we will realize the modeling of the guided-wave propagation between two circular PWAS transducers in an arbitrary 2D geometry. The analytical modeling is expected to include damage/ flaw in the plate structure, more complex structure (plate with double stiffener), and also include the second modes A1 and S1 for higher frequency excitation. The competitive complexity would be to develop a time-domain HGL for 2D wave propagation in structures.
